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Labour transformation: an increasing 
process of automation

• Artisan Labour:  artisan-manual worker: M-C-M’ 
(decreasing returns of scale)  “fair” relationship 
machine-human

• Tayloristic labour: mass worker M-C-M’: (increasing 
returns of scale: static economies) dominance of 
machine over human

• Relational-cognitive labour: general intellect M-C(kn)-M’ 
(dynamic scale economies: learning and network)  ???



Taylorism: Smithian division of 
labour

Fig. 1 Philosophy and dialectics of Tayloristic labour
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Bio-Cognitive capitalism: cognitive 
division of labour

Fig. 2:  Philosophy and dialectics of Cognitive-relational 
labour
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Peculiarities of Cognitive-relational –
reproductive  labour

Cumulativeness, Relationality, Reflexivity
↓

Dynamic learning economies

Coordination (more or less taylorised, according 
to the knowledge content)

↓
Dynamic network economies



The beconoming machine of human body 
and human mind and viceversa

From ICT revolution to bio-robotic revolution
the hybridization between human and machine 

(IV technological revolution?)
Which kind of hybridization? In which sense?

Machine human posthuman [Braidotti] 
(Blade Runner model, machine learning, thinking
algorithms)                        

or
Humanmachinemachinic (Matrix model)?



Which effects?
No more distinction between dead and living labour, 
between constant and variable capital.
What about capital/labour ratio?
What kind of subsumption of labour to capital?
(despossession [Harvey], extractivism, financial subsum-
ption [Bellofiore], impression [Chicchi, Leonardi, Lucarelli], 
life subsumption [Fumagalli])

Self-organized labour (general intellect), bio-labour
[Waldby, Cooper], social commodification [Huws, Fuchs]
but self-organized capital (machine learning, clouds and 
data mining)  self exploitation, life subsumption
(through precarity, debt, control of the imaginary)



Precarity
• Existential: life precarity. Life put to work (and to 

value) [Fumagalli, Morini, 2011, Euphemera]

• Structural: individualization of labour relations, 
resulting from life put to value as new form of 
capital-labour ratio in bio-cognitive capitalism 

• Generalized: homogenous conditions to 
everyone, independent on labour contract, but 
subjectively perceived in different ways

↓
Precarity trap



Precarity Trap

Precarious conditions income precarity

PRECARITY TRAP

as the result of a vicious circle, that leads
individuals not be able to exit precarity conditions
because of too much costs to find a stable job in
front of basic needs (G. Standing, 2012), especially
in presence of decline of social security



Why Basic income

The Unconditional Basic Income (UBI) does not
replace the welfare state but does complete and
transform the same from a compensatory into an
emancipatory welfare state.

The emancipatory Unconditional Basic Income is
defined by the following four criteria: tendentially
universal, individual, unconditional, high enough
to ensure an existence in dignity and
participation in society.



Definition of Basic Income I
Universal: In principle every person, irrespective of age, 
descent, place of residence, profession etc. will be entitled to 
receive this allocation. Thus we claim a European-wide, 
guaranteed, unconditional basic income. This goal can be 
reached gradually

Individual: Since every individual (independent on 
citizenship) is part of the social cooperation able to generate 
wealth, the Basic Income will be provided at individual level, 
independent of marital status, cohabitation or household 
configuration, or of the income or property of other household 
or family members. It enables individuals to make their own 
decisions (right of choice) 



Definition of Basic Income III
Unconditional: In a context, in which life is not only enslaved to 
labour, but is put to value and to work, it becomes clear that basic 
income is the remuneration of a productive existence: thus, it is a 
“primary” income. Today’s labour remuneration should be there-
fore defined by two components: the first component is a purely 
wage, on the basis of the performance of life that immediately 
translates into labour performance (labour time certificated and 
remunerated): the latter (in addition to the first) is the remune-
ration of the productive life time inside the valorization process 
(work, leisure, play, ...: education, social activity, consumption, 
re/production activity as result of the distribution of social wealth 
to each individual, coming out from social cooperation and 
productivity of the territory. This latter  is today entirely  prero-
gative of profits, financial and real estate rent.



Definition of Basic Income IV
High enough: as result of income distribution with a 
minimum defined by the relative poverty threeshold and 
in any case able to provide for a decent standard of living, 
This means that the net income should, at a minimum, be 
at the poverty-risk level according to EU standards, which 
corresponds to 60% of the so-called national median net 
equivalent income. It must be financed by:
1. fiscal policy or/and 2. money creation by central bank 
(quantitative easing for the people campaign) or/and 3 
monetary and financial alternative circuit Mintary automy, 
money of the Commonwealth) (



Basic Income effect
Basic Income can play as function of income stabilization, 
enhance learning processes and ultimately potentially foster 
capital accumulation, according to the following scheme:

Basic income  general intellect ↑   productivity ↑  accumulation ↑

Paradoxally, from this capitalistic point of view, Basic Income 
can be a valuable tool to escape from precarity trap. But, it is 
generally more convenient for enterprises to be less efficient 
and profitable, in order to keep the control on labour fource, 
thanks to the precarity trap, as argued by Kalecki (1943) 
about the political reasons of unemployment. 



Political effects of Basic Income
The economic convenience of unconditional Basic 
Income is largely counterbalanced by political and 
social factors. Briefly: one has the right to work but 
not the right to choose his own work  self-
determination and self-organization must be denied 
to control social hierarchy
THt’s happen, paradoxally, in a context in which, 
traditional manual and repetitive labour is going to 
decline in favour of intangible goods production and 
immaterial activity (with more added-value).



“Emancipate yourselves from mental slavery
no-one but ourselves can free our mind”

(Bob Marley, Redemption Song)

THANK-YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION
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